HEYHOUSES ENDOWED C.E. PRIMARY SCHOOL
Letter 33 February 5th 2021
Dear Children,
It’s Friday and the school week is over. I have sent out our Friday Film and I do
hope you enjoy watching; you can look for yourself and your friends! Please
keep sending the photos in, they are a good way to remember all the different
things we are doing during this Lockdown.

We are all so very proud of you- keep it up!
This is the link:
https://youtu.be/I9ndQkfS7bA
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Today is a very special day for three
Heyhouses children!
Happy Birthday Emma! Age 11
Happy Birthday Valentina! Age 10
Happy Birthday Angel! Age 8

Hello Mrs Hodgson,
We do hope you are well. Rose and I are working hard but we miss you all so
much. I am 11 today. I have had a lovely birthday so far and it was my turn for a
lockdown birthday 😁. Thank you for your letters, my Mum reads them to us
every morning. I’ve been exercising every day and have managed to cycle 230
miles on our spin bike during Lockdown 3, which I’m very proud of.
Anyway, have a lovely weekend and thank you for all you do.
Love
Emma

Emma you are looking so
grown up!
Happy Birthday!
I am very proud of your
cycling achievements, you
are definitely keeping
yourself fit and healthy,
even
in
a
winter
lockdown.
I need to follow your
example!
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Happy Birthday Angel!

Your cake is amazing! Someone very
clever made it!
Hello Mrs Hodgson
Today is my birthday, I've had lots of
lovely presents and we have had a
buffet dinner. It was really tasty.
I've had a lovely day!
From Angel x
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And Happy Birthday Valentina!

We all wish you a
very Happy Birthday
Valentina!
Your
birthday
badge
helped us guess it
was your special day!

Three girls today, I wonder who will be next for the Birthday Honours.
Everyone will have had at least one birthday in Lockdown in this last twelve
months, it will be one birthday we will never forget!
Thank you for all the lovely emails I have had in the last two days. If your news
is not in tonight, it will be in tomorrow.
And I must say if I have missed you from earlier in the week, I am sorry. On a
Saturday I usually check through my emails to see if I have missed any, quite
likely with the number of emails at the moment, especially about testing kits,
testing systems and test recording! And this time it is not YOU being tested, not
a Times Table in sight, just Covid Test Kits for staff.
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Hi Mrs Hodgson
I have worked hard on the volcano
work and love drawing it and
learning about it.
We have some free art to do next
week which I am excited about. I
have drawn like Lowry this week
and did a matchstick man near the
buildings walking a dog and lots of
buildings like Lowry did. I hope
you like it.
Love Oliver 🐶😊🐶😊
Your work is wonderful, well done
for putting so much time and
effort into achieving such a high
standard.
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And another Oliver who
has done lots of excellent
work.
Water
workshop
in
science, rainforest story
writing and area!

Keep it up!
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And well done Ben, this fossil looks a
fascinating find. I know Year 3 are
studying fossils, you may now be
their expert- a real Fossil Hunter!

The Natural History museum in
Oxford has a wonderful collection of
Fossils, as does the Natural History
Museum in London.

The Oxford University Museum of
Natural History has a wonderful online collection.
https://oumnh.ox.ac.uk/collectionsonline#/search

This is the Oxford University Museum of Natural History.
It has a treasure trove of exhibits inside.
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Designed in Victorian
times it is packed with
interesting things.
There
is
another
museum hidden away
at the back of this one.
It is called the Pitt Rivers
Museum.

The
Pitt
Rivers
Museum
is
a
museum displaying
the archaeological
and anthropological
collections of the
University of Oxford.
Those
are
long
words! Basically it is
a collection of items
from the past from
different
world
cultures.
It
is
fascinating if you like
collections and there
is a bit of everything
from toys to boats, from clothes to weapons.

One day soon we will be able to visit Museums again- it will be such good fun.
Tell Mums and Dads they may want to start saving for when school visits can
start up again, we intend to play ‘catch up!’
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Heyhouses Island Songs
Thank you for another wonderful playlist.
Family O’Connor
1. Bad reputation- Joan Jet and the Black Hearts
2. Run away with me- Norah Jones
3. Better together - Jack Johnson
4. Kings and Queens- Maduk
5. Don’t stop me now- Queen
6. No money - Galantis
7. Boom Pow- Blackeyed peas
8. Fire- Kasabian
9. Gangnam style –Psy
10. Divenire- ludovico einaudi
11. Crosses- Jose Gonzalez
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Song and album covers are so interesting, the designs make a big difference.
Some of you who love art might go into design when you are older, this might
be what you end up doing. And you will get to listen to lots of music!

Follow this link to send your songs in.
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=I06P8kgPYEardKaHunE
9In1PwD9vrtpCrMln7e8DETFUQjRLVUREUFNOUUdNTTMxUFM0WTZHQjNLUC
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Have a good evening. I will write again tomorrow.
Remember, be patient and let’s do things safely.
Keep in touch…KEEP SMILING … and keep washing your hands.
With my love,
Mrs Hodgson
Every good and perfect gift is from above, coming down from the Father of
the heavenly lights, who does not change like shifting shadows.
James 1 v17
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